Bose in wall

Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn
more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from
our chosen links. The best in-wall speakers should have surround sound capabilities, enclosed
for superior bass response, and have resistance to moisture and water. It's also important to
consider ease of installation, especially before you start cutting into drywall. It has crisp audio
and deep music, including clear dialogue. It's easy to install out of the box and is recessed into
the wall. If you don't want to make a semi-permanent alteration to your home you should also
take a look at our list of the best speakers. There's plenty of options for every price range. For
all others, read on to see our list of the best in-wall speakers. The design is just as good as the
audio although that's not saying much for the in-wall ceiling category; it's just a white grille
exterior and rectangular shape. Fortunately, nearly everything about the RC85i makes it a
top-notch choice, including the audio clarity that is second-to-none in the in-wall speaker space.
Available for both 5. Inside each speaker are three main drivers, a 6. The white mesh cover is
painted to already match existing white walls, but it's removable for easy painting to match any
color in your home. The result is a sound that can fill up every inch of a medium-sized room.
While the Bose comes out of the box in white, you can easily paint the grilles to match any
decor or color of your choosing. Fortunately, the impressive sound and excellent design are
rounded out by an easy installation process with standard dogleg clamps that help the fit neatly
into the wall. Powered by a 1. The installation process is straightforward even for amateur
installers who wants to give it a go without the help of a professional. Surprisingly dynamic for
the price, the RT is far more versatile than its cost would give away with one speaker more than
enough to fill a small to medium-sized room with powerful audio. Aided by a 6. This allows
listeners to get the full effect of both the mid and high frequencies which, suffice to say, are
quite good. The peak power of watts offers very loud volume and ultimately blurs the line
between what separates budget speakers from more expensive options. Installation is handled
easily with a wall cutout sized to the specific dimensions for each individual PDIC speaker.
Offering full-range dynamic audio, the simplified installation of the Polk helps the speaker box
nearly disappear into the wall and effortlessly match your decor. Powered by a 6. The
installation is just as good and many online reviews point to the LS as being one of the easiest
to install. Just cut the hole in the wall for the speaker via the included template, slide the
speaker in and tighten the screws. If you value design over all else when it comes to in-wall
speakers, look no further than the Polk Audio C-RT. The design nearly vanishes when you
install them into the wall and, with paintable grilles, you can easily match the speaker to the
room. The internal components are all away from the edges of the speaker, so they can fit in
between wall studs easier than ever. Capable of being used with both a 5. While not as loud as a
dedicated subwoofer , the C-RT easily pairs great design with great sound while protruding just
7mm from the wall. The two-channel speaker offers an eight-inch polypropylene mica cone
woofer and a one-inch fluid-coiled soft dome tweeter that swivels in the appropriate direction,
so the sound is best directed toward the listener. Once placed into a wall after a very easy
installation process, the fringe grille is nearly invisible to the eye and appears almost flush
against the wall. Capable of watts of power, the design does hide the raw power of the Yamaha
speaker with excellent mid to low range frequency response and highs that are equally
powerful. It consists of 8-inch composite mineral-filled olyproylene driver cones, an annealed
aluminum tweeter dome, and improved sound dispersion through the room. It's optimized for
high-quality sound and its grilles and bezels can be painted to match your decor. The best
in-wall speaker to get is the Polk Audio RC85i. It's a premium, high-quality speaker that can
handle all kinds of audio in just about any setting. Music and dialogue comes across clearly
with rich, room-filling sound. The speaker is also moisture-resistant, so it can handle humid and
damp environments like bathrooms or saunas. It offers loud sound in a fairly small package.
Even better, it's easy to install. This can be a little different depending on if you're using a 5.
However, there are a couple of evergreen rules to follow regardless of how many speakers
you're using though these may be limited for in-wall speakers depending on how flexible your
layout is. This will obviously depend on your room layout, but you should try and have your
speakers equidistant from each other with surround speakers placed in the corners around your
listening area. You should also try to keep your speakers free of obstructions and if you can
safely mount them on a wall, even better. Yes, while it's not always possible, for the best audio
quality, you'll want to keep the length of cable tethering your speakers to your receiver as short
as possible. Although your sound quality won't suffer very much unless they're 25 feet or more
from your receiver. For any wired speakers, you should use a gauge cable, and potentially using
a gauge cable for any speakers extending past 25 feet from the receiver. This all depends on the
size of your room, more subwoofers give you a better bass quality and offer you more flexible
placement when looking for the best spot for optimal sound quality. However, having more than

a single subwoofer in a small listening area may be overkill. Moisture resistance - If you plan on
installing in-wall speakers throughout your house, choose moisture-resistant speakers for the
bathroom and kitchen. Surround sound tweeters - When buying in-wall speakers for a home
theater, look for side and rear speakers that include multiple tweeters that fire in different
directions. Best Products Audio. David Beren. Updated on January 29, Tweet Share Email. The
Rundown. Best Overall:. Runner-Up, Best Overall:. Best Splurge:. Best Sound:. Best Budget:.
Best Installation:. Best Design:. Best Sealed:. Easiest Installation:. Buy on Amazon. Best
Splurge: Bose Virtually Invisible Buy on Amazon Buy on Best Buy. FAQ Where should I place
my speakers? Will the distance of my speakers from the receiver affect my sound quality? How
many subwoofers do I need? Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address
Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an
error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. The acoustic design allows for full, even sound coverage,
while their smaller size increases placement options. Sold as a pair. The ultra slim bezel is
attached directly to the speaker grille, allowing them to be easily painted in one simple step and
blend elegantly into the room. Plus, magnets allow them to snap on and off quickly. This
provides the listener with greater flexibility when deciding where to sit. They can be installed in
walls containing malleable fibreglass batt insulation or blown-in cellulose insulation, but not
rigid foam insulation or asbestos. If you're comfortable cutting drywall and working with a
screwdriver, you can install a speaker. The difficulty of running speaker wire varies greatly
depending on the house. Bose Facebook Bose Twitter. Recommended retail price. Where to
buy. Overview A high-quality Bose in-wall speaker. The sound stands out. The speakers blend
in. Easy installation. Installation is quick and easy with standard dogleg clamps. Speakers: 8. In
the box. Speakers Speaker grilles Template. Other items you may need. Accessories Black.
Owner's guide Multilingual. Templates wall cutout template. Product and technical support.
Install them in your wall, connect to your stereo or surround sound components, and enjoy
wide, spacious sound coverage. This means you get broader, more even sound throughout the
listening area. A proprietary ported enclosure delivers smooth, consistent low notes. This
innovative built-in speaker design compensates for unpredictable environments behind walls
that can diminish performance, and also prevents sound from radiating directly into adjoining
rooms. Use as in-wall surround sound speakers with your home cinema components or your
stereo system. These flush mount speakers are unobtrusive and easy to install. Both
rectangular and round grilles are included so you can use either, according to your preference.
You can even paint the grilles to match your decor. Product and technical support. Bose
Facebook Bose Twitter. Recommended retail price. Where to buy. Overview Wall-to-wall sound.
Spacious, natural sound from two 6. Proprietary ported enclosure technology ensures
consistent performance regardless of space behind wall. Produces cleaner and deeper
low-frequency performance and ensures that lower frequencies are mainly directed into the
intended listening area, not into adjoining rooms. Install flush to your wall for a finished,
hidden-speaker look. Ease of installation with enclosure that balances easily in your wall during
placement. This allows convenient use of both hands to connect the speaker wire and complete
the installation. Each speaker: In the box. Other items you may need. Speaker wire For help
choosing the appropriate gauge, see the owner's manual. I purchased 6 of the 's and mounted
in the ceiling with equal seperatoon front to back. Because of the length of the longest run, I
used 12 guage multi strand copper wire. The only additional speaker I have is a Bose center
channel. If I had to do it again I would have used two s at the front center and rear center for a
total of 8 speakers. I have 7 sets of Bose speakers indoor and outdoor and have never been
disappointed. Date published: Rated 5 out of 5 by Commando from Awesome sound! I'm glad I
got these speakers, great sound and space savers! Accessories No accessories available. FAQs
Can I use speakers in the ceiling? Yes, but their construction is optimised for in-wall use.
Owner's guide Multilingual. Products featured are independently selected by our editorial team
and we may earn a commission from purchases made from our links; the retailer may also
receive certain auditable data for accounting purposes. When designing a home theater system,
sound direction should be a main concern. This means thinking about whether the speakers will
be down-firing read: overhead or front-facing read: in-wall. There are subtle yet important
differences between the two systems. An overhead-based system creates more of an overall
sound blanket. Audio floats down from the ceiling and falls around the listener. An in-wall
system is more of a direct sonic attack â€” in a good way of course. By positioning the
speakers at listening level and all around, the sound is more direct â€” it becomes more of a
tactile feeling than just an environmental effect. As with all home theater setups, the size and
layout of the room will play heavily into the equipment choices. However, there are some basic
features to keep in mind. For speakers flanking the TV, almost any speaker can be installed here
for accurate stereo sound â€” these can be satellite speakers. For side wall and rear satellite

speakers, finding components that have multi-directional tweeters will create a more realistic
surround sound experience. Our list focuses on satellite speakers well-suited for stereo
reproduction on the TV wall, as well as rear and side walls. Whether you have a small space or
prefer a more minimalist design aesthetic, the best in-wall speakers keep your space free from
large physical units, discreetly placing your speakers off the ground and, as the name suggests,
into the wall. Sound bounces throughout the room for a more enveloping, immersive listening
experience. The Bose Virtually Invisible in-wall speakers are at the premium end of the home
theater design world. The s seamlessly blend in with the wall, yet their sound certainly makes
them known. With solid clarity across all acoustic outputs, these speakers pump out clear
vocals and stunningly real sound effects. Built from rust resistant materials and using rubber
surrounds, the RC85i speakers are constructed for durability and all conditions. The Caliber
series by Monoprice is an impressive concoction of high-quality materials and sturdy
construction, producing a beautiful HiFi experience. The combination of the 6. Courtesy of
Amazon Amazon. Buy it. Newswire Powered by. Close the menu. Rolling Stone. Log In. To help
keep your account secure, please log-in again. You are no longer onsite at your organization.
Please log in. For assistance, contact your corporate administrator. Arrow Created with Sketch.
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legantly into the room. Plus, magnets allow them to snap on and off quickly. This provides the
listener with greater flexibility when deciding where to sit. They can be installed in walls
containing malleable fiberglass batt insulation or blown-in cellulose insulation, but not rigid
foam insulation or asbestos. The difficulty of running speaker wire varies greatly depending on
the house. Bose Facebook Bose Twitter. Free Standard shipping and free return shipping. The
sound stands out. The speakers blend in. Easy installation. Installation is quick and easy with
standard dogleg clamps. Speakers: In the box. Speakers Speaker grille Template. Other items
you may need. Rated 5 out of 5 by BassMaster from Best sound. Best Quality. I really like these
speakers because of their sound quality and sleek design. They make the movies really come to
life! Date published: Accessories No accessories available. Owner's guide Multilingual.
Templates wall cutout template. Product and technical support.

